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PURPOSE. To develop an automated neurologic hemifield test (NHT) to detect visual field loss caused by chiasmal or postchiasmal lesions.

METHODS. Visual field locations from 24-2 pattern automated visual fields were grouped into two symmetric regions with 16 points on either side of the vertical meridian. A scoring system similar to the Glaucoma Hemifield Test (GHT) was used to calculate point scores using the pattern deviation values from the right and left regions. The cross-vertical difference in the sum of these values was the NHT score. The NHT was evaluated using visual fields from subjects with known neurologic disease, subjects with glaucoma, and glaucoma suspects (92 pairs of eyes each). The NHT score was calculated for each eye.

RESULTS. The NHT effectively discriminated neurologic fields from those of glaucoma patients and glaucoma suspects (area under the ROC curve [AUC] = 0.90; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.86–0.94). The NHT score correlated well with clinician grading (Pearson correlation estimates, 0.74–0.78). Even when field defects were subtle, the NHT had some ability to discriminate neurologic from nonneurologic fields (AUC 0.68; 95% CI, 0.56–0.79).

CONCLUSIONS. The NHT distinguished neurologic field defects from those of glaucoma and glaucoma suspects, rivaling the performance of subspecialist clinicians. Its implementation may help identify unsuspected neurologic disease. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2011;52:7959–7965) DOI:10.1167/iovs.11-7868

Visual field testing is central to the diagnosis and management of glaucoma and other diseases affecting the visual system. Automated perimetry is now used routinely to identify and monitor visual field defects quantitatively over time. To assist clinicians in the interpretation of automated perimetry, several algorithms have been developed that include statistical measures (e.g., mean deviation and pattern standard deviation), artificial neural network analysis, and rule-based systems, including the Glaucoma Hemifield Test (GHT). Although the diagnosis of neurologic disease is critical for patients and clinicians, the software provided for field analysis has tended to focus on glaucoma management. We are aware of only one commercial system designed to help identify neurologic disease from visual fields, and it is no longer available.

The GHT exploits the tendency of glaucoma to damage the upper and lower fields differentially by comparing corresponding clusters of three to six test points above and below the horizontal midline. The method is effective in identifying glaucomatous visual field loss. In contrast, neurologic diseases that affect the visual pathway at or posterior to the optic chiasm produce visual field defects that respect the vertical midline, due to the segregation at the chiasm of retinal ganglion cell axons arising from the nasal and temporal retina. Clinicians may identify these homonymous or heteronymous neurologic patterns by manual inspection of the field data, but until now there has been no automated analysis of the quantitative differences across the vertical midline. To address this need, we created a neurologic hemifield test (NHT) to improve the detection of chiasmal and postchiasmal field loss.

METHODS

This research was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and abided by the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

The NHT score was constructed in a manner similar to the approach taken for the GHT. We calculated for each point in the 24-2 pattern test of the Humphrey Field Analyzer (HFA; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc. Dublin CA), a number that was inversely proportional to its pattern deviation probability (Table 1). The points were then grouped into two symmetrical regions of 16 points on either side of the vertical meridian (Fig. 1). This distribution of points maximized the number of test locations that could be included, while eliminating the region affected by the physiologic blind spot (Fig. 1, open circles) as well as the nasal periphery, where initial glaucoma damage is prevalent. Other point patterns were also tested, but the pattern used here had a larger...
The performance of the NHT was compared with the ability of expert clinicians to identify neurologic defects. The diagnosis from the database matched that of an expert glaucoma subspecialist in 97% of cases.

The fields of glaucoma suspects were used for comparison with the abnormal glaucoma and neurologic fields, because such fields are frequently encountered in an office setting in which clinicians need to distinguish neurologic disease from other diseases such as glaucoma. The visual fields from the glaucoma suspect group had low mean deviation values (Table 2), and 91% of the suspect eyes had a Glaucoma Staging System score of 0 or 1.

To minimize differences between the three groups with respect to demographics and overall degree of field loss, we selected the database of fields one pair of glaucomatous fields to match each neurologic field pair based on age. We further required both the right and left visual fields from the selected glaucoma subject to have a mean deviation within 30% of the same eye in the neurologic field pair. The visual fields of glaucoma suspects were matched with the neurologic cases on subject age alone. After the three groups of fields were selected, the pointwise pattern deviation values were extracted to calculate the NHT score as described above.

For expert clinician grading, the 276 final pairs of visual fields from the three diagnostic groups were printed in random order, but with both eyes of each subject presented sequentially. Two neuro-ophthalmologists (NRM and PSS) and two glaucoma specialists (HAQ and PYR) reviewed the visual fields independently. The reviewing clinicians were shown the entire visual field report for each eye except for patient identifiers and GHT results, which were obscured. For each pair of right and left visual fields, the reviewers assigned two independent scores: one for the likelihood of glaucoma, and one for the likelihood of neurologic disease. This was done on a scale of 1, unlikely; 2, possibly; 3, equivocal; 4, probably; and 5, definitely. The reviewers were unaware of the relative number of fields included from each category.

The performance of the NHT was compared with the ability of subspecialty-trained reviewers to identify neurologic disease using ROC analysis. Because the NHT score was calculated for each eye individually, we selected the higher NHT from the two eyes (NHT maximum) to compare with the clinician grading. This represents one way to combine the data from two eyes, as physicians would do subjectively. Other combinations of the NHT scores from two eyes of the same patient, including the minimum and average, were tested in our preliminary evaluations of the NHT and were similar to the maximum of the two eyes. Likewise the performance of the GHT was compared with the ability of clinicians to identify glaucomatous optic defects.
neuropathy. GHT values “within normal limits,” “borderline,” and “outside normal limits” were considered to be an ordinal scale, and we selected the higher GHT for the two eyes to compare with the clinician grading. Any fields with GHT values of “general reduction of sensitivity” and “abnormally high sensitivity” were excluded from this analysis, and the GHT value of the fellow eye was chosen if it was within normal limits, borderline, or outside normal limits. The areas under ROC curves were compared using the method of DeLong et al. All analyses were performed with R (ver. 2.12.1).

RESULTS

The age, diagnosis, and visual field mean deviation for subjects are compared in Table 2. Mean age was similar across all three groups ($P = 0.16$, ANOVA). The visual field mean deviation was similar between the glaucoma and neurological groups ($P = 0.63$, Wilcoxon rank-sum test), although as might be expected, both of these groups had visual field loss greater than that of the glaucoma suspects ($P < 0.001$, ANOVA).

Patients with neurologic disease had higher mean NHT maximum visual field scores than patients in the glaucoma or glaucoma suspect groups (Fig. 2). The mean NHT maximum for neurologic subjects (86) was significantly higher than that of nonneurologic subjects (24, $P < 0.001$, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The NHT scores for right and left eyes of neurologic patients correlated highly (0.82; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.78 – 0.86), as might be expected of homonymous and bitemporal defects.

Fields with GHT values of within normal limits or borderline had low NHT scores, all less than 50, whereas fields with a GHT score of outside normal limits spanned the full range of NHT scores (Fig. 3). Among fields with a GHT result of outside normal limits, those belonging to glaucoma patients fell at the
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**FIGURE 2.** Comparison of NHT maximum score by diagnostic group. Box plot of NHT score for neurological, glaucoma, and glaucoma suspect subjects using the higher NHT score for the pair of fields from each patient (NHT Maximum). Dark line: the median; the box includes 75% of the values, and the outer flag is the range, with outliers indicated by circles.
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**FIGURE 3.** Distribution of NHT score by GHT category for each diagnosis group. All eyes, left and right, are grouped together.
low end of the NHT score range (Fig. 3). We note that the GHT is designed to classify a field as outside normal limits when the field mean deviation is high, even when the difference in summed point scores between upper and lower hemifields is low. Hence, the neurologic fields with higher mean deviation would be classified as outside normal limits by the GHT on this basis as well, despite their having no difference between upper and lower field sensitivity. The NHT, as implemented here, has no similar criterion to generate an abnormal NHT result due to diffuse vision loss.

The sensitivity and specificity of NHT scores were assessed for their ability to distinguish field loss corresponding to neurologic disease from that of glaucoma or glaucoma suspect patients combined. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) was 0.90 (95% CI, 0.86–0.94), when the NHT maximum value was used (Fig. 4). The result was similar whether we used the NHT score for right or left eyes, the minimum or the mean NHT score for the pair (range, 0.88–0.91). Using an NHT maximum score of 30 as a cutoff for classifying visual field defects as likely neurologic yielded a sensitivity of 87% (95% CI, 78%–93%) and specificity of 73% (95% CI, 66%–79%).

Physician reviewers graded each field pair on a five-level scale for the likelihood of neurologic disease. Although there were modest differences among the four reviewers, all generally were able to identify neurologic fields correctly, as judged by placing many of them into the probably or definitely categories (Fig. 5). The interrater reliability for the four reviewers was high, with ICCs of 0.86 (95% CI, 0.84–0.89) for neurologic fields and 0.78 (95% CI, 0.74–0.81) for glaucoma fields. The mean reviewer sensitivity (i.e., the proportion of true neurologic fields placed in the “probably” or “definitely” categories), was estimated at 73% (95% CI, 59%–84%). The mean reviewer specificity (i.e., the proportion of nonneurologic cases placed in the “unlikely,” “possibly,” or “equivocal” neurologic categories), was estimated at 97% (95% CI, 96%, 98%). For comparison, the specificity of the maximum NHT was 91% (95% CI, 86%–95%) for a sensitivity of 73% (95% CI 63%–82%). The area under the ROC curve for the four reviewers ranged from 0.89 to 0.92. The NHT and reviewers showed a similar ability to identify neurologic fields correctly, with Pearson correlation coefficients for the comparison between the NHT maximum and each reviewer ranging from 0.75 to 0.78, and no significant difference in the areas under the ROC curves (all P > 0.05; Fig. 6).

Using ROC analysis, the NHT and GHT algorithms were compared with each other for their ability to identify the conditions for which they were designed. The NHT discriminated neurologic fields from nonneurologic (glaucoma and glaucoma suspect) fields with an AUC of 0.9, whereas the GHT distinguished glaucomatous fields from nonglaucomatous (neurologic and glaucoma suspect) fields with an AUC of 0.63. The areas under these ROC curves were significantly different (P < 0.0001). For the easier task of distinguishing neurologic fields from those from glaucoma suspects, the NHT produced an AUC of 0.95. Similarly, the GHT distinguished glaucomatous fields from fields of glaucoma suspects with an AUC of 0.79 (significantly different, P < 0.0001). The NHT therefore performed significantly better than the GHT in distinguishing the condition for which it was designed from all other fields as well as from glaucoma suspect fields alone.

To evaluate the ability of the NHT to identify neurologic disease when the expert reviewers were most uncertain with regard to neurologic defects, we stratified the NHT analysis based on the clinician ratings of neurologic disease. In eyes with mean clinician gradings of 1 to 3 (i.e., fields with less certain neurologic characteristics), the NHT still had some ability to discriminate neurologic fields from the combined group of glaucoma and glaucoma suspect fields (AUC 0.68; 95% CI, 0.56–0.79). An example of a subtle neurologic field defect is shown in Figure 7. This particular pair of fields received an NHT score of 32 in each eye and was classified as probably or definitely neurologic (clinician grade 4 or 5).
DISCUSSION

We have developed an algorithm, the NHT, to assist in the recognition of neurologic field defects in data from automated threshold perimetry. The NHT makes use of the pointwise pattern deviation probability data in each visual field test, comparing corresponding regions left and right of the vertical meridian. We have shown that this test can reliably detect visual field loss due to chiasmal or postchiasmal neurologic disease, and its performance compares favorably with that of subspecialty trained clinicians. Compared with the GHT, the NHT appears to be at least as sensitive and specific; in fact, the NHT performed significantly better than the GHT in distinguishing the disorder for which it is designed.

We were particularly encouraged that the NHT had a reasonable mixture of sensitivity and specificity for those neurologic cases that were considered subtle or equivocal by the reviewers. The field pair illustrated in Figure 7 provides an example of how early neurologic field defects could be identified by the NHT and neuro-ophthalmologists, but missed by glaucoma specialists and presumably general ophthalmologists as well. Although it would be easy to set criteria for the NHT that identified only obvious homonymous hemianopia, our purpose was to identify relatively subtle neurologic defects. The value of this approach will be greatest if it helps those clinicians who are not highly expert in evaluating neuro-ophthalmic disease to identify subtle chiasmal or postchiasmal field loss.

A sensitivity of 87% and specificity of 73% for an NHT score of 30 would not be highly useful in population screening for neurologic defects. With the low prevalence of true neurologic disease, the specificity would have to be set at a very high level to avoid having many more false positives than true positives. Given the results herein, one could still identify half of the neurologic defects at a specificity of nearly 99%. On the other hand, given the potential catastrophic consequences of missing a neurologic field defect and the ability to diagnose such defects with relatively noninvasive measures, it would also be reasonable to choose an NHT cutoff with high sensitivity at the expense of more false positives. We propose, however, that there is little use for complex automated perimetry in population screening. Rather, the NHT has greatest value in the clinical office where, most often, visual field testing is performed on glaucoma suspect patients.

Although the NHT is promising for clinical use, our study has some limitations. Most important, the clinicians reviewed pairs of fields whereas the NHT, much like the GHT, only assessed one field at a time. To compare the NHT performance with the clinician grades, we selected the higher NHT for each pair of fields. We plan to develop a more sophisticated binocular analysis for a future version of the NHT. It will attempt to...
integrate visual field data from both eyes and determine not only the probability of neurologic disease, but also if the pattern of field loss corresponds to a homonymous or heteronymous hemianopia.

Another important caveat is that the NHT is designed to detect chiasmal and postchiasmal visual field defects, but cannot distinguish defects due to nonglaucomatous optic neuropathies, which are often similar to those caused by glaucoma. Likewise, the GHT cannot distinguish many glaucomatous defects from those of ischemic optic neuropathy, compressive optic neuropathy, or branch artery occlusions.

Additional clinical data must be used to assist in this differentiation, including visual acuity, color vision, ophthalmoscopic appearance of the optic disc and retina, and, of course, historical information. It was not our purpose to propose the NHT as an overall solution to the diagnosis of neurologic disease, but rather to aid identification of certain types of visual field defects.

In summary, the NHT can distinguish chiasmal and postchiasmal visual field defects from defects caused by glaucoma, and it rivals the performance of glaucoma and neuro-ophthalmology specialists in discriminating neurologic field defects.

**Figure 6.** NHT maximum score versus clinician assessment of the likelihood of neurologic disease. For each of four reviewers, all pairs of fields were categorized from unlikely (1) to definitely (5) neurologic. Pearson correlation coefficients are shown.

**Figure 7.** Example of an early neurologic field defect in the eyes of a single subject identified by the NHT and neuro-ophthalmology specialists.
defects. Despite its limitations, we believe this test may be a useful adjunct in the interpretation of automated perimetry. It can corroborate a clinician’s suspicion for neurologic field defects, much as the GHT does for glaucomatous defects. Moreover, it can alert clinicians to the possibility of unsuspected neurologic disease.
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